visual cues to`up' that are mismatched with body and gravity cues. Lying down can also generate such a mismatch. If maneuvres as simple as looking at a tilted picture or lying down can alter the perceived direction of`up', then they can also alter the expected direction of shading and potentially influence perceptions that derive from this, especially shape-from-shading.
If the perception of shape-from-shading is tied to the direction of`up', then changing the perceived`up' direction should alter perceived shape. In this paper, we alter the perceived`up' direction by separating visual, gravity, and body-defined frames and examine the effect of these manipulations on the perception of shape-from-shading. The body frame can be further divided into torso, head, and retinally defined frames but these have been kept aligned in the present experiments and their individual contributions cannot therefore be distinguished. We have previously reported the influence of frame manipulation on the perception of the`up' direction using a constant stimuli paradigm Jenkin et al 2003a Jenkin et al , 2003b ). Here we use an adjustment task to explore the contribution of these frames to the perception of shape-from-shading directly.
Methods

Overview
Twelve subjects (nine male, three female, aged 22^50 years) were asked to adjust the roll orientation of a disc that varied in luminance from one side to the other, until it appeared maximally convex. The disc was presented on the screen of a laptop computer positioned orthogonally to the subject's line of sight. Visual orientation cues were manipulated by viewing the screen either in a normal room or inside the York Tilted Room facility (figure 1), a room constructed at 908 to the normal orientation. Body-orientation cues were manipulated by conducting the judgments with subjects either sitting upright or lying down on one side.`w 
The York Tilted Room
The York Tilted Room is 2.4 m on each side and decorated like a real room with many objects placed in their natural intrinsic relationships with each other, except that everything is arranged to indicate`down' at 908 to the normal orientation. The wallpaper has a strongly polarised pattern, there are books on the bookshelves, nicknacks on the windowsill, and place settings on the table. The room has been constructed in a tilted orientation, so that the visual floor is one of the physical walls, and one of the visual walls appears on the physical ceiling (figure 1).
Procedure
Observers either sat upright, or lay on their right sides, either in the tilted room or in a normally oriented room (figure 2). For each of these four conditions, participants were shown a single shaded disc on a computer screen that was masked to a square that subtended 28 deg at the viewing distance of 30 cm, with the room clearly visible behind the computer display. The disc had an initial orientation of the shading gradient axis set pseudo-randomly to one of 120 possible positions evenly spaced around the clock face. For each of the 120 trials the subjects' task was to rotate the disc by pressing buttons on the game pad (which rotated the disc in 18 steps) until the perceived convexity of the disc was greatest. When the subjects had reached the decision, they pressed a third button on the game pad, whereupon the software recorded this orientation and initiated the next trial. Subjects controlled the length of each trial but moved through the trials quickly, finishing the 120 trials in each condition in less than 10 minutes.
Body Vision
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The perception of`up' can be defined by: gravity body vision Figure 2 . The four experimental conditions. Subjects were tested upright in an upright room (top row), lying right side down (RSD) in an upright room (second row), upright in a tilted room (third row), and lying right side down (RSD) in a tilted room (bottom row). These arrangements altered the relative directions of gravity, body, and visual orientation cues. The filled arrows represent the direction of gravity, the open arrows represent the orientation of the body, and the gray arrows represent the orientation of vision.
Results
The frequencies with which each orientation of the disc was chosen as having the maximum perceived convexity for each condition were normally distributed (figure 3a). The best-fit Gaussians for the frequency distributions are plotted through the data in both linear (figure 3a) and polar (figure 3b) coordinates, and the values for the peaks and standard deviations are given in table 1. A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA of the mode of each subject's response showed a significant effect of whether the room was tilted or not (F 1 11 9X57, p 5 0X01) and whether the subject was lying right side down or upright (F 1 11 16X56, p 5 0X01). There were no significant interactions between these two (F 1 11 0X11, ns), which supports a linear model of the effects of these influences on the interpretation of shading produced by tilting either the room or the person relative to gravity.
Discussion
These experiments have confirmed previous findings (eg Ramachandran 1988 ) that shading affects perceived shape: a disc with a luminance gradient across it appears 3-D and the extent of the perceived convexity or concavity depends on the direction of illumination. Our results extend this finding and indicate that the apparent convexity of the disc appears greatest when the gradient is aligned with the perceived up/down direction. This alignment appears essential for the luminance gradient to be interpreted as shading and to create the impression of a 3-D form. This might explain why varying the illumination direction while keeping cues to`up' constant is relatively ineffective in altering perceived object shape (Vogels and Biederman 2002) . When a circle with a luminance gradient was rotated away from the perceived up/down orientation, the effectiveness of the gradient as a cue to shape was rapidly reduced. When the luminance gradient was orthogonal to the perceived up/down direction, the disc appeared flat. The perceived up/down direction depended on the orientation of vision, gravity, and body cues and was not dominated by any single cue.
Predicting the direction of luminance gradient interpreted as shading
A simple model of how visual, gravity, and body-orientation cues can be combined to generate the perceived direction of`up', is to take the weighted vector sum of their directions. This is shown graphically in figure 4 and in the following equation:
where k v , k g , and k b are the relative lengths (or weightings) of the vectors corresponding to vision, gravity, and body orientations, respectively. Note that under this model, light comes from directly above when upright in a visually upright environment. The direction of the up vector (y) relative to the direction of physical gravity can therefore be specified for our conditions (as shown in figure 4) as:
for the right-side-down, upright-room condition ;
y arctan k v k b k g for the upright, tilted-room condition .
Note that being upright in an upright-room condition does not provide any constraints on k v , k g , and k b as all the vectors are aligned. Since the lengths of the vision, gravity, and body vectors are specified relative to each other, we can arbitrarily set one of them (k g ) to unity in each equation, and obtain a linear constraint on the remaining values, k v and k b . The three resulting constraints are plotted in figure 5 . The least-squares solution Table 1 . The orientation of a shaded disc that appeared most convex under our experimental conditions and the standard deviation of the 1440 settings made by our twelve subjects for each condition. The direction and length of the output of the linear summation model are given in the right two columns. All values are reported relative to the direction of physical gravity (see figure 3b ). Figure 4 . A linear summation model for determining the perceived direction of`up' from a weighted sum of three vectors representing vision (k v ), the body (k b ), and gravity (k g ). The vector sum of these three indicates the direction of`up' (dashed line). The perceived direction of`up' corresponds to the direction from which illumination is expected (array of solid arrows parallel to the dashed line). The model thus predicts the expected orientation of the luminance gradient due to shading under the conditions shown on the left of the figure, to be as shown on the upper disc. For this combination of gravity, body, and visual orientation, the luminance gradient on the lower disc, which is orthogonal to the expected direction, would not be interpreted as shading and would not contribute to the perceived shape of the surface. to the three curves (the point that best approximates where they intersect) is given by: vision : body : gravity k v : k b : k g 0X36 : 1X5 : 1 .
These values are similar to those reported by us previously (Jenkin et al 2003a) , although the relative weighting of vision reported here is lower. In the previous experiment, we extrapolated the orientation most likely to correspond to maximum curvature from the probability with which each of four discs with fixed orthogonal gradients was chosen as`most convex'. The weightings of the contributing factors to the perception of up' can be used to predict the direction of`up' for any combination of visual, body, and gravity orientations (table 1 and figure 3) , and suggest that a simple weighted-sumdirection model is an adequate model of how the brain estimates the`up' direction.
The length of the vector defined in equation (1) specifies the strength of the proposed internal signal corresponding to perceptual representation of`up'. Figure 6 shows the standard deviation of the settings obtained under each of our four conditions against the length of this vector. The correlation coefficient is 0.95 indicating that the linear summation model is a very good predictor not only of the direction but also the variability of the perceived`up' direction.
The linear summation model does not explain the small (5.78) shift to the left found when subjects were upright in an upright room, since it is bound to predict`up' as being in the direction of the vectors when they are all aligned. Mamassian and Goutcher (2001) also reported a leftward bias with upright subjects, supported by neurophysiological correlates (Mamassian et al 2003) . This bias may reflect a tilt in the internal representation in one of the vectors and might be connected to a general attentional bias towards the right side of space (Spence et al 2001 Figure 6 . Correlation between the length of the vector of the linear summation model (dashed line, see figure 4 and text) and the uncertainty of the subjects' setting of the`up' direction, as given by the standard deviation of their settings (see insert and figure 3). Error bars are the standard errors of the parameter fit. The regression coefficient (r 2 ) is 0.95 suggesting that the length of the vector sum determines the confidence with which the`up' direction is perceived.
Conclusion
As shape-from-shading is intimately related to the perceived`up' direction, and as we can manipulate the perceived`up' direction through appropriate manipulations of the visual, body, and gravity frames, we can manipulate, in a controlled manner, the perceived 3-D shape of a stimulus with a fixed luminance gradation across it. Although the experiment reported above utilised a full room to generate the visual display, viewing a photograph with strong polarisation cues indicating`up' and`down' can also, perhaps surprisingly, provide cues to visual orientation that are sufficient to alter the perceived direction of`up'. A simple demonstration of this is shown in figure 7 . The figure shows a photograph with very clear cues to orientation on which are superimposed four shaded discs. (Our experiments used only a single disc but the effect can be more dramatically demonstrated when there are four in the complementary arrangement shown.) By viewing figure 7, first upright and then with the body (at least the head) on one side, it can be quickly seen that the orientation of the page (relative to either gravity or the head) that produces the strongest appearance of 3-D convexity depends on the orientation of the head relative to gravity. Figure 7 . The orientation at which the discs in the figure appear maximally convex and concave can be predicted from the instantaneous vector sum of body, gravity, and the orientation of the background photograph. When this direction is aligned with the orientation of the shading gradient, the circles will appear maximally convex and concave. To demonstrate this, adopt an upright pose and adjust the orientation of the printed page to generate the greatest convexity and concavity in the four central discs. Note the orientation you have chosen relative to gravity (and your head). Then repeat the adjustment with your head tilted to one side and compare the setting. The difference in these orientations illustrates the importance of the relative directions of these three cues to the perception of`up' and the consequent effect of this on the perception of shape-from-shading.
Our results show that the contribution to the perception of form derived from shading depends on the perceived direction of`up'. That component of a luminance gradient which aligns with this direction is most effective in determining perceived shape.
